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ABSTRACT

Adaptive optics techniques can be used to realize a robust low bit-error-rate link by mitigating the atmosphere-induced

signal fades in optical communications links between ground-based transmitters and deep-space probes. Phase 1 of the

Compensated Earth-Moon-Earth Retroreflector  Laser Link (CEMERLL)  experiment demonstrated the first propagation

of atmosphere-compensated laser beam to the lunar retroreflectors.  A 1.06 pm Nd:YAG laser beam was propagated

through the full aperture of the 1.5 meter telescope at the Star-fire Optical Range (SOR),  Kirtland AFB, NM to the Apollo

15 retroreflector array at Hadley Rille. Laser guide star adaptive optics were used to compensate turbulence-induced

aberrations across the transmitter’s 1.5-m aperture. A 3.5 meter telescope, also located at the SC)R, was used as a receiver

for detecting the return signals. JPL-supplied Chebyshev polynomials of the retroreflector  locations were used to develop

tracking algorithms for the telescopes. At times we observed in excess of 100 photons returned from a single pulse when
the outgoing beam from the 1.5 meter telescope was corrected by the adaptive optics system. No returns were detected

when the outgoing beam was uncompensated. The experiment was conducted from March through September 1994,

during the first or last quarter of the Moon.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Optical communications technology is fast evolving in both the NASA and DC)D communities as a viable telecommunications

option between Earth-based stations and near-Earth deep-space probes. As demands grow for smaller spacecraft to return larger

volumes of data, the lower mass, smaller size and high-data-rate advantages of optical communications subsystems make this

technology attractive to mission designers[  I ]. The technology has fast begun to gain greater acceptance after researchers

demonstrated its viability in low-cost space to-ground demonstrations to a geostationary satellite [2] and to the Galileo spacecraft

in deep-space [3, 4].

Devising low-cost strategies to mitigate the effects of the atmospheric on laser beam propagation has been a key impediment to

the acceptance of free-space optical communications. Cloud cover, atmospheric-turbu lence-induced scintillation and beam

wander can cause deep fades in the up]ink beam power and degrade the optical channel. Optical communications demonstrations

[5, 6, 71 have explored strategies to mitigate these effects. Cloud cover effects can be reduced by placing ground station in

locations of uncorrelated or anti-correlated weather patterns [8]. Such site diversity of ground stations is becoming more

economically attractive as the costs of the 1 -m class telescopes to support L.EO  missions continue to decline [9].



For LEO and GEO links, uplink signal fades induced by beam wander and scintillation are mitigated by using either multiple-

beam uplinks 12] or adaptive optics. In the multiple-beam approach, spectrally incoherent laser beams are transmitted from

apertures separated by greater than the Fried 110] atmospheric coherence cell size [ro] so that they incoherently add at the receiver

on the spacecraft. Theoretical predictions S}1OW  that a multi-beam approach that uses less than 5 W output power from ground-

based lasers, can provide adequate margin in ground-to-LEO satellite optical link to compensate for atmospheric scintillation and

beam wander. Theory also shows that these laser power levels would support reliable hi-directional communications of several

hundred megabits per sec[l  1 ]. However, as link ranges increase the multi-beam propagation using wide (-30 pradians) uplink

beams to mitigate scintillation and beam wander may no longer be a viable approach. This is particularly true for communications

with deep-space probes where the need for high quality kilowatt-class lasers is already pushing the state-of-the-art.

For deep-space links where ranges are measured in astronomical units, telecommunications system designers will have to find

ways of mitigating the atmospheric turbulence so that near divergence-limited beams can be used to uplink commands to the

spacecraft [12]. The divergence of an uncompensated laser beam uplinked through the atmosphere is limited by atmospheric

seeing, and this can range from 2 to 20 pradians, depending on time of day and location. Relative to diffraction-limited

performance, atmospheric-seeing limited divergence imposes a 6- 10 dB power penalty on a 1 pm wavelength beam uplinked

through a ]-m class telescope. At the uplink laser power levels currently baselined 1 kW power levels (4 joules in 10 ns pulse

250 HZ repetition rate) for deep-space links, near-diffraction-limited beam divergence (-2 pradian)  from l-m class apertures can

achieve the required optical uplink performance to a deep-space probe at Pluto. Such narrow beam divergence requires the use of

adaptive optics to compensate for atmospheric effects, and allow near-diffraction limited beam propagation through the

atmosphere. Although monochromatic laser guide-star adaptive optics (LGAO)  does not correct for wavefront tilt, it can correct

higher order atmosphere-induced aberrations and mitigate atmospheric scintillation that causes beam spreading. LGAO is the

first step in achieving near-diffraction limited beam propagation from 1 -m class telescopes [13].

In this paper, we report the results of the first atmosphere-compensated laser beam propagation to the lunar retroreflectors. The
Compensated Earth-Moon-Earth Retroreflector  Laser Link (CEMERI.L)  experiment was jointly performed by the USAF Phillips

Laboratory’s Starfire Optical Range (SOR)  and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. In Section 2 we discuss the experiment and

preparations for propagating the Nd: YAG beam. We describe the transmitter in Section 3. The receiver system at the 3.5-m

telescope is described in Section 4, and the calibration of the detector is given in Section 5. Results are given in Section 6,

conclusions in Section 7, and acknowledgments and references are given in Sections 8 and 9, respectively.

2.0 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

The objectives of the CEMERLL demonstration were distinctly different from those of laser lunar ranging systems. This was

reflected in the design of the detection system where the focus was to measure the number of returned photons as opposed to

accurately knowing their arrival times. The experiment was conducted at the Startle Optical Range facility, Kirtland Air Force

Base NM from March through September ’94. A Q-switched Nd:YAG beam was compensated for atmospheric turbulence and

transmitted from the 1.5-m telescope at the SOR to the Apollo 15 corner-cube array near Hadley Rille [14, 15]. The location of

the Apollo 15 lunar reflectors is shown in Figure 1 along with the Russian Lunakhods and the Apollo 11 and Apollo 14 reflectors.

The retroreflected  laser pulse was collected at the 3.5 meter telescope. The experiment was conducted during either the first or

last quarter phases of the Moon when the retroreflectors  were in the dark area of the lunar landscape. The objectives of the

experiment were to evaluate the benefits of adaptive optics to free space laser communications 116J by comparing the statistics of

uncompensated and compensated laser beam propagation [17, 18]. Because the up linked beam was retroreflected from comer

cubes, the statistics of the returns reflect the statistics of the uplink beam propagation.



Figure 1. Locations of Apollo and Lunakod  reflector packages on the Moon [1S]

To be useful in optical communications, the adaptive optics system must correct for both atmosphere-induced scintillation and

beam spreading and for the low-order full-aperture tilt that causes beam jitter. For uplink transmission these effects are best

corrected by using an exe-atmospheric beacon that leads the target by a point-ahead angle 2u/c. The cross velocity of the target

relative to the transmitter is u, and c is the speed of light. Phase distortions accumulated by the beacon as it propagates down

through the atmosphere are detected at the transmitter facility and used to pre-distort the uplink beam propagated through the

same patch of atmosphere. Higher order aberrations are corrected using a deformable mirror, (i.e., a thin flexible face-sheet whose

optical figure can be set by electrically controlled actuators pushing and pulling on its back surface). Lower order aberrations are

corrected using a 2-axis fast steering-mirror.

Using an exe-atmospheric guide star for CEMERLL. would have required that a bright star be within the atmospheric isoplartatic

patch [19] for the duration of the experiment. This requirement clearly could not be met, given the difference in the velocities of

the stars and the Moon. In addition, the nominal 12 microradians  isoplanatic angle at 1.06 urn is much less than the approximate 3

milliradian angular distance between the edge of the moon and the Apollo 15 array. A natural guide star at this large angular

separation would not have allowed compensation for atmospheric aberrations in an atmospheric path transited by the uplink

beam. We therefore used a laser guide star created by the Rayleigh backscatter  from a Copper Vapor Laser (CVL)  to compensate

for the higher order aberrations caused by atmospheric turbulence. lilt correction was not done in this phase of CEMERLL, and

was to be the focus ofa Phase II experiment.

Under typical atmospheric conditions, the uncompensated 1.06 pm laser beam from the transmitter telescope is spread by the

atmosphere to a l/e2 full width intensity of 17 prad. This is decreased to less than 3 ~rad when the laser beam is compensated

using adaptive optics. To correct for atmospheric effects, a CVL was focused to create a guide star 10 km above the transmitting

telescope. A detector array at the transmitter was gated to sample the light scattered back to the telescope from the guide star.

The detector array was servoed around the deformable mirror; higher-order atmosphere-induced aberrations measured by the

Shack-Hartman sensor were processed and fed back to the defomlable  mirror. The mirror then pre-distorted the outgoing laser

beam so that the beam was nearly diffraction limited at the top of the atmosphere.

The lunar reflectors are not visible from Earth, and to illuminate them familiar lunar features had to be used as references to

offset-point the narrow laser beam to the target. I’o test the blind pointing capability of the telescope bright stars near the Moon

were used as references to offset-point to lunar features. The test results proved that both telescopes could blind point to better

than the beamwidth  of the conlpensat~d  beam. Extended-source tracking was unavailable at the tinle of the experiment, and we



used the JPL-supplied pointing vectors to track the retrordlectors  as the Moon transited the sky. The pointing vectors were

corrected for the 6-7 pradians lunar point-ahead angle. Transmission w:as periodically interrupted to verify that both transmitter

and receiver telescopes remained pointed at the target.

3. THE TRANSMITTER

The transmitter telescope was a 1.5 meter, 10X magnification, AzimuthElevation  Contraves  telescope. It was operated in a coude

feed configuration that coupled the telescope to the laser transmitter in a laboratory two stories below the pier. A detailed

description of the optical arrangement of the 1.5 meter telescope has been given previously, [13] and will not be repeated here.

We do discuss, however, the coude path modification that was needed to propagate and to point a high-power laser beam from the

teiescope, accurately.

While an intermediate focus in a telescope’s coude optical path, may prove useful in certain applications, it can be problematic

when propagating, a high-powered laser beam. High-powered laser beams when focused in air generally result in an arc

discharge that is caused either of air breakdown or by vaporization of dust particles in the beam path. In CEMERLL, arcing of

the laser beam was caused by dust particles transiting the beam in the vicinity of the coude intermediate focus. This initially

prevented laser operation at the power levels needed to observe returns from the lunar retroreflectors.  Two approaches to

eliminate this problem and allow full power operation were considered. These were: (i) to blow dry nitrogen across the beam in

the vicinity of the focus to keep dust out of the beam, and (ii) to install an evacuated tube with optical windows around the

intermediate focus.

The flowing nitrogen approach was more complicated to implement, However, it did have the advantage of not introducing

additional optical elements into the coude path that could degrade the quality of the images used to guide the telescope. The beam

tube approach was straightforward, and was attempted first. Our concerns about introducing aberrations into the imaging path

were allayed when tests of the high quality optical flats to be used showed that phase distortions introduced by these windows
were negligible. The first pair of windows were antireflection  coated to reduce the 160/0 Fresnel losses at the four glass-air

interfaces to less than 40A. However, the high laser power densities on the windows in the converging beam damaged the

coatings. We replaced the windows with uncoated fused silica blanks, and these operated without damage for the duration of the

experiment. We operated the laser at full power with the tube in place, and propagated 340 mJ, 15 ns wide, laser pulses to the

Moon.

4. THE RECEIVER

Laser pulses retroreflected from the lunar array were collected by the 3.5-m telescope that was located approximately 100 meters

west northwest of the 1.5 meter telescope. A relay optical train with detector was assembled on a small breadboard attached to the

nasrnyth focus of the telescope. Theory predicted that the maximum expected compensated beam return was 15 dB greater than

that of the uncompensated beam [18]. However, when weighted by the expected low frequency of returns for the tilt uncorrected

case, the predictions show that on average the expected return between the two beams would be comparable. . Without tilt

correction, the narrower compensated beam would jitter on and off the target and illuminate the retroreflectors  less frequently

than the broader uncompensated beam. The predictions were I 17 photons for an uncompensated beam, and 205 photons for a

nominal 2 microradian atmosphere-compensated beam

Over the course of the experinlent, two different detectors were used at the receiving facility. The first, an enhanced avalanche

photodiode (APD), was used for experiments from March through July 1994. No returns were detected. Inclement weather
precluded transmissions in Marc

o
f nd Ma and satellite predictive avoidance conflicts precluded all but 1 hour of transmission in

+?
June. When using the APD det tors for transmissions during April and June, the detectors became saturated from prolonged
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viewing of the background light from the dark side of the Moon. Attempts to reduce the backgrourid

1 nrn filter were unsuccessful. The detectors remained saturated for sevet’al hours after exposure.

below saturation by using a

The second detectok, n experimental back-illuminated solid-state photomultiplier  (SSPM) device built by the Rockwell Science
[1Cente vas first u ed n August 26, the first of the three propagation oppotiunities  during the Moon’s last quarter in August. The

$1SSp h d a quantum efficiency of 6-8’ZO  at 1.06 pm and an active area of 800 x 800 pm that corresponded to a 70 prad field-of-

view at the f/5.6 nasmyth  focus. The detector was integrated with a high-speed transimpedance amplifier that had a low and a

high sensitivity gain se~ings. The detector was enclosed in an Infrared Laboratories liquid-helium -cooled dewar and located

approximately 5 cm behind a 10 nm filter centered at 1064 nm. It was operated at 110 K with its temperature controlled using a

Lakeshore model 805 temperature regulator. AS was observed with the APD, the infrared signature from the dark side of the

Moon as viewed through the 10 nm filter was large, and it would have masked any return signals. A 1 nm wide, 61 V. transmission

interference filter was added in the optical train for further background suppression. With the two filters in place we were able to

detect the return signals.

S. RECEIVER CALIBRATION

Because at the time of the experiment the SSPM was an experimental device still under study, detector calibration curves were

not available from the manufacturer. The 10 nm filter came with the device in its dewar, and the integrated system was treated as

a black box. We used a two-step approach to characterize and calibrate the unit. The first step was to use the Rayleigh backscatter

from Nd:YAG laser pulses propagated vertically from the 1.5 meter telescope to characterize the transfer function of the 3.5 -m

telescope. The second step was to measure the signal strength of well-known bright stars and compare the measurements with

theory. Both measurements were made on the same night to ensure that the atmospheric conditions remained essentially

unchanged during the test interval. The results are shown in figures 2 through four for the SSPM on the low-gain setting.

Results from the Rayleigh backscattered  signal strength measured as a function of range from the receiver telescope are shown in
figure 2. Also shown in the figure is the return signal predicted using a modified version of the LIDAR equation [20] given

below. Q

In equation (1) P(r) is the received power from range r, and al is the backscatter  angle correction factor, (i.e., the correction for the

angle between the beam propagation direction and the receiver telescope optical axis). The ratio of the receiver’s field-of-view

(fov) to the angular width of the transmitted beam is given by a,. This has a maximum value of 1 when the entire transmitted

beam lies within the receiver’s fov. P, is the transmitted laser power, q is the transmission efficiency of the optical train, and c is

the speed of light. In the equation, A is the area of the receiver, ~ is the sampling interval, and cr is the attenuation coefficient. B is

the backscatter coefficient given by [21]:

4

x= 1.39[%]  x104m-’sr-’. (2)

With the SSPM at the focus the fov of the 3.5-m telescope was limited to 70 prad, Thus at the lower ranges, the angle subtended

by the 1.5-m transverse width of the backscattered beam exceeded the receiver’s fov.
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The Rayleigh  backscatter data collected over three consecutive nights in August 1994 is given in Figure 2, Each data point is an

average of 144 Rayleigh  backscatter returns. The solid line shown in the figure is the theoretical Rayleigh backscatter strength

predicted by equation 1 without the fov limitation. The dashed line shows the theoretical backscatter  as modified by the

detector’s fov.
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A Data with FOV restriction removed
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Figure 2: The above figure shows SSPM output vs. range data collected, diamonds. The solid line represents the theoretical

Rayleigh return, and the dashed line the theoretical prediction corrected for the limited detector field-of-view. The triangles
represent the data scaled to the Rayleigh return that could be expected from the full laser beam cross-section. Evidence of

detector saturation is seen in the two largest returns at the lower ranges

At ranges below 25 km, the uplink laser beam subtended an angle larger than the 70 prad fov of the SSPM. The detector thus

collected light from a portion of the outgoing laser’s cross-section. The full beam power was used for the theoretical calculations

of the backscafiered signal strength for ranges greater than 25 km. The diamonds in figure 2 are the collected Rayleigh returns

while the triangles are the same returns scaled to compensate fc)r  the limited fov of the detector. The lower than predicted

Rayleigh returns at ranges below 15 km are suspected to be due to detector saturation. This is seen in figure 2 by the leveling off

of the return signal strength at these lower ranges.

Figure 3 gives the SSPM responsivity determined from the Rayleigh backscatter  measurements shown in Figure 2. Only those

points below the saturation of the detector were used for figure 3. The figure shows the SSPM’S responsivity at this low-gain

setting to be 0.142 photons/rev.
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Figure 3: The calibration of the SSP.M using data from the Rayleigh  backscatter  from various ranges is shown. The dashed lines are the

standard deviation for the tit to the collected data.

Measurements from 10 bright stars made through the 10 nm filter are shown in Figure 4. The stars selected either had well known

color indices or their spectral classes were well defined. The data, an average over 40 traces on a model 9414 LeCroy oscilloscope

are shown along with the expected signal return calculated using, equation (3) [22]. Except for the dimmest stars, HR 5947 and

HR 8634, measurement and theory given by equation (3) show good agreement.

In equation (3), flm, is the photon flux density at the top of the atmosphere, c1 = 9.627 x 108, C2 =1 .44 x 10’. ~ is the wavelength

in microns, T~ is the star’s effective temperature and mv is the star’s apparent visual magnitude. This equation was corrected for

atmospheric transmission using the expression given in equation (4) with the modifications for atmospheric transmission given in

equations (5) through (7). The resulting equation was numerically integrated over the 10 nm filter bandwidth to obtain ZUI a priori

value of the photon flux at the SSPM.

J (e
Cl 10.55T,J

j-,,ofl = c,] O@”’m” – g ~-,1 ,

‘[ ~
(e c ’ ‘2Tcfl – 1)

h
Where sec z is the

empirical fit [22]

(3)

flbti = fA,o, e(- ‘s”’) (4)

secant of the zenith angle, i.e., the air mass of the star’s location, & is a function given by the following

-(In 2+ 130605):

1
Y] = 3 . 7 8 8 6 e[ 0.02338
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Figure 4: The expected output signal from the SSPM as predicted by the Rayleigh backscatter calibration is shown by the

diamonds. Other symbols represent collected data from 3 consecutive nights in August. The transmission of the built-in 10 nm

filter is included in the calculation. The predicted points were calculated using the detector responsivity  (photons/10 ns/mV)

determined from Rayleigh backscattcr  measurements made on the same nights.

The theoretical results shown in figure 4 are a posteriori values, i.e., a priori values corrected for the receiver’s transfer function

obtained from Rayleigh backscatter  data. The SSPM calibration constant obtained from a fit to the star data in Figure 4 was 7.8

mV/photon. This is comparable to the 7 mV /photon (O. 142 photons/mV) obtained from the Rayleigh measurements given in

Figure 3.

6. LUNAR TRANSMISSION RESULTS

The round trip light time to the array is approximately 2.7 seconds and this changes as the Moon transit’s the sky. The timing

sequence for initiating a detection window began with a trigger signal generated by the outgoing Nd:YAG laser pulse at the 1.5-

m telescope. Using the ephemeris predicts and the signal generated by the outgoing pulse, a computer calculated the expected

arrival time of the return signal. A time interval counter kept track of the delay and at the appropriate time sent a trigger signal

on a dedicated line to the scalar averager  at the receiver facility to initiate the detection window. I“he trigger delay was adjusted to

accommodate for the finite transit time of the electronic signal between the two facilities. It was also continuously adjusted to

correct for the changing round-trip light time to the retroreflectors  as the moon transited the sky.
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Transmissions with the SSPM detector bcgaII on AU:US[
. .

26 and procccded through August 28. Lunar transmissions were

preceded by a SSPM measurement of the intensil) ot star 1 [[<” f) 17.1  hls procedure allowed characterization of the atmospheric

transmission and evaluation the detector’s pcrforn]arlcc  from (~rlc’ da> to the nc\t.  Over this 3-day period, inclement weather

allowed only two hours of transmission. and no rctums were obscr ied. A rclitwi O( our experimental arrangement did not reveal

any omissions or flaws. Because of the difticukj’  in ~isuall~’ rcsol\  in: signal rt’[urns  from the background noise, we decided to

add a scalar averager to our detection system for the September transnl  issions.

In September, the SSPM detector was integrated w’ilh a Stanford Research Systems SRS 430 scalar averager detection system that

counted positive voltage transitions over a preset Iewl.  Returns were observed cm September 27, 28 and 29 the three nights of

transmissions to the lunar array. Transmissions scheduled for September 30 were canceled because of inclement weather. Twenty

five returns were detected over the three-day period. Several returns saturated the detector indicating a return rate in excess of 100

photons incident on the dewar. On September 27. the SSPM \vas set on low-gain and four sets of returns were detected over a 45

minute period before a power outage at the transmitter facility prevented further operation. On September 28 the detector was set

on high gain, and over one interval of six minutes w’e detected 7 returns. This was the highest return rate observed. Returns

occurred in bursts, and one could go for several tens of minutes without getting a return and then suddenly observe a series of

returns in rapid succession. This bursty  character of the returns was also seen at the lunar ranging facilities.

The returns on September 28 and 29 were detected while scanning in 1 ~rad increments around a 15 prad box centered on the

predicted retroreflector array coordinates. A sample of the detected returns is shok~n in figure 6. The scalar averager’s detection

threshold was set at -210 mV to suppress the lunar background counts. Although this limited the detection dynamic range to 5 dB

(the SSPM saturated at 600 mV output in the hi:h-gain  mode), \ve believed that with the increased sensitivity we would increase

the number ofretums observed.

Figure 6: Photo of scalar average output from Scptcrntwr 28 Iransmlssion  sho\ving “hits” -5 and 55 ms after trigger. The laser was

operated at 20 Hz and returns are approximately 50 ms apart I’he windo~$  covers - 82 rns, and the vertical scale is 2 counts/division.

A “hit” is any signal that exceeds the threshold of -210  n~V i.e .27 photons

The scalar averager was set up at 16,000 bins, each 5.12 psec \vicltt) for a full screen coverage of 81.92 ms. This display setting

allowed ready identification of lunar returns that \vere spaced 50 ms apart - the reciprocal of the laser pulse repetition rate. A 5

mini-second pre-trigger adjustment was designed into the detection system electronics to ensure that the returns would appear

away from the edge of the scalar averager’s displa~, \vindo\v. Arnor]& the spurious noise spikes, Figure 6 clearly shows lunar

returns in the scalar averager’s display window [It s nls and again at 55 ms after the trigger. The 50 t-ns spacing corresponds to the

20 Hz laser repetition rate.

9
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An expanded view of figure 6 is shown in figure 7. This figure  clearly shows the temporal separation of the returns. Although

some spurious trigger events are seen in the figure, confirmed “hits” a~e the spikes at 4.972 ms, 4.977 ms and 54.973 ms. The

small temporal dispersion in the arrival time is due to uncertainty in trigger, which we estimate at 30 microsecond. The figure

also shows that the returns are separated by 49.996 ms

Total Collected Returns-28 September Total Counts , 314
8—7 1

$6 ;’;: ;S4 973 ms
. 1  . 1 . . 1 :., .

mwc-(Retum  5 and 55 ms anef Trigger) 22S113 Rem7&

Expanded Expanded

!En iljjIl
5 52 54 55 552 554

msec m sec

Figure 7: Expanded view of typical returns from lunar transmissions. The window covers - 82 MS with 16k bins, 5.12 psec wide

The lower graphs show an expanded region around 5 and 55 ms The spikes at 2,826 ms are outside the trigger uncertainty window

and are not lunar returns.

7. CONCLUSION

We successfully demonstrated the first transmission of an atmosphere-compensated laser beam to a deep-space target, the Apollo

15 retroreflectors. The transmitter was a Q-switched 340 mJ Nd:YAG laser beam with near-diffraction-limited divergence from

the SOR’S 1.5-m aperture telescope. The transmitter optical train was modified to allow maximum beam throughput without

introducing an arc discharge due to dust particles. The receiver was the recently built 3.5-m telescope coupled to a newly

developed experimental SSPM detector at the nasmyth focus of the telescope. The receiver was calibrated and characterized in the

IR by using stars with a high infrared signature and by Rayleigh backscatter from the 1064 nm laser beam.

Returns were detected for the compensated laser beam uplink over a three-night period in September

detected in any of the uncompensated beam propagation experiments. We believe that this was because oi
994. No returns were

‘he high thre&&f K
our detection system. We have identified several system level improvements that we believe would have increased both the ‘

strength and frequency ofretums  in future CEMERLL-type experiments. Implementing these would afford a better evaluation of

the advantage of adaptive optics to deep-space optical communications. They are:

(i) Use an extended-source tracker to more accurately actively tracking the lunar scene and compensate for atmospheric tilt.

With tilt correction implemented, we expect in excess of 10 dB increase in signal return.

(ii) Nari-ow the field-of-view of the detector and use a sub-nanometer bandpass filter to lower the background signal.

Reducing the background will allow the detection threshold to be lowered. This would allow detection of returns from

the uncompensated laser beam and afford a better comparison between the theoretical and experimental probability

density functions for the signal returns.
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i i i ) Increase the dynamic range of the detection system. The 5 dB dynamic range was the critical limitation in this

experiment that precluded acquiring statistical data on the uplihk beam propagation. Increasing the detector’s dynamic

rarrgewill  bekey,  especially iftilt compensation is used.
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